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Abstract. Time synchronization is a critical issue for ocean sensor networks, existing time 
synchronization algorithms focus on the calculation of clock skew and offset, the studies on time 
synchronization verification is limited. We propose a collision based adaptive time synchronization 
verification method for ocean sensor networks. It makes use of information collision in underwater 
channel to discover unsynchronized nodes, and takes ocean environmental parameter adaptive 
algorithm to improve computation precision. Simulation results show that our design performs much 
better than existing time synchronization verification schemes 

Introduction 
Ocean sensor networks are widely used in environment supervision, undersea exploration, disaster 
prevention, target tracking, security surveillance, and so on [1,2]. In most applications, all sensor 
nodes must have a common time scale to coordinate and collaborate with each other. Finding out 
unsynchronized nodes to do time synchronization is an essential service for ocean sensor networks. 
We call this problem as time synchronization verification in this paper. 

In the past few years, many time synchronization protocols have been proposed for underwater 
sensor networks [3], such as, TSHL [4], MU-Sync [5], Mobi-Sync [6] and D-sync [7]. These 
algorithms make great efforts to reduce the bad influence of clock skew and offset, but none of them 
is designed for time synchronization verification.  

In order to fill this gap, we propose a collision based adaptive time synchronization verification 
method for ocean sensor networks. Coll-Sync [8] shows that collision contains highly useful 
information that can be leveraged to improve time synchronization greatly. In this paper, we utilize 
collision to discover unsynchronized nodes, and adopt parameter adaptive algorithm to adapt ocean 
environment. 

Algorithm Design 
As shown in figure 1, one beacon node S with standard time and three common nodes A, B and C are 
deployed in ocean environment, all of them keep still. Node S sends the synchronization message at 
time T1. The packet contains the next receiving time TS, and the sending time T1 which is a timestamp 
of MAC layer. The message arrives at node A, B and C at their local time T1A, T1B and T1C with 
propagation delay tdA, tdB and tdC separately. We could obtain Eq.1,  
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Assuming the message propagation delays of go and back are equal, nodes A, B and C send 

respond message to node S at their local time AS tdT − , BS tdT − and CS tdT − . If these nodes have 
been synchronized exactly, the messages of nodes A, B and C arrive at node S at the same time. In this 
situation, node S could not receive any effective information as these messages collided at its 
receiving terminal. Conversely, if one of these nodes has not been synchronized exactly, node S could 
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receive some message from this node. In this way, the node needed time synchronization be 
discovered.  
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Fig. 1  Network model 
In order to improve verification precision in real ocean environment, a collision based ocean 

environmental parameter adaptive time synchronization verification method is proposed for mobile 
ocean sensor networks. 

Underwater sensor nodes equipped with various kinds of sensors to monitor ocean environment, 
such as temperature, salinity, pressure and so on, they could also perceive their locations by existing 
location methods [9-10]. Take figure 1 for example, one fixed beacon node S with standard time and 
three common nodes A, B and C are deployed, these common nodes could move with ocean current. 
Node S sends a synchronization message. The packet contains its position (XS ， YS ， ZS), 
temperature tS, salinity sS, pressure pS, the next receiving time TS and sending time T1 which comes 
from the timestamp of MAC layer.  
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Fig. 2  Node mobility 
Node A receives the synchronization message at position A1, as in figure 2. It waits several 

seconds to send the response information. During the waiting time, node A moves with ocean current 
to position A2. The waiting time could be computed, 

TTTT AS ∆+−− )( 11

In which, T∆ is the computation margin decided in advance. 
The distance from node A to node S could be computed based on node A’s current position A2 

(XA，YA，ZA) and node S’ position (XS，YS，ZS), as shown in Eq.2, 

222 )()()( ASASASAS ZZYYXXd −+−+−=   (2) 
At the same time, node A measures its current temperature tA, salinity sA, and pressure pA. 

Underwater acoustic velocity varieties with temperature 
Wilson equation [11] is the most widely used empirical formula: 

tsppzt ccccc ∆+∆+∆+∆+= 30.1449   (3) 
in which, 
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Based on Eq.3, the propagation speed between node A and S is shown in Eq.4,  
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The information propagation delay tdA from node A to node S could be obtained by distance 
formula of Eq.5,  
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Node A sends respond information to node S at its local time AS tdT − . In the similar way, node B 
and C send their respond messages to node S at their local time BS tdT −  and CS tdT − . 

In our design, all the sensor nodes’ clock deviations are different. So the information of 
unsynchronized nodes could not collide at the receiving terminal. In this situation, node S could not 
receive any effective information at time TS means these nodes have been synchronized exactly. As 
the messages of nodes A, B and C arrive at node S at the same time and collide at node S’s receiving 
terminal. Node S could receive some message from one of these nodes means this node is 
unsynchronized and needs time synchronization again.  

Due to the influence of non-stationary ocean environment, running only one time of 
synchronization verification algorithm could not determine if a node's clock is unsynchronized. 
Therefore, running the validation algorithm several times, when the probability of one node’s 
message does not collide with other nodes is higher than a predetermined limit value, this node is 
identified as an unsynchronized node and needs time synchronization again. 

Simulation 
In the simulation, a fixed beacon node with standard time and several common nodes are deployed in 
ocean environment. Some of these common nodes have been synchronized exactly, and others are 
unsynchronized with different clock deviations from 0.1s to 4.8s. We compare our design with 
traditional method (TM) to prove its performance. In traditional method, the beacon node sends a 
synchronization message includes its sending time comes from MAC layer timestamp. The node 
receives this packet and computes the difference of receiving time and sending time. The node needs 
synchronization only when the difference bigger than a predefined value, which is set as 500ms in the 
following simulations.  
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(a)                                                                   (b) 

Fig. 3  Number of unsynchronized nodes (a) in static networks (b) in mobile networks 
The number of deployed common nodes added from five to twenty-five, in which four nodes are 

unsynchronized. The number of unsynchronized nodes discovered by collision based time 
synchronization verification method (CM) and traditional method (TM) is shown in figure 3(a) and 
3(b). TM could not discover all the unsynchronized nodes, it displays in mobile environment worse 
than in static environment. As node mobility aggravates the variation of propagation delay and 
influences the precision of TM. CAM has higher accuracy and finds every unsynchronized node, 
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because the ocean environmental parameter adaptive algorithm compensates the influence of node 
mobility. 

Conclusions 
We present a collision based adaptive time synchronization verification method for ocean sensor 
networks. It could be used in both static and mobile ocean sensor networks to discover 
unsynchronized nodes.  
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